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ABSTRACT
Different phylogenetic analyses of the same genetic data set can yield conflicting results, depending
on the choice of parameter settings and included taxa. This is particularly true in studies involving data
sets where levels of homoplasy are high and likely to obscure the phylogenetic signal. Filtering of this
phylogenetic noise can be attempted, withvarying degrees ofsuccess,by
using different weighting
schemes and ingroup/outgroup choices, but it can be difficult to decide objectively which approach is
best. Using a cytochrome b data set from cetaceans and artiodactyls, we examined the effects of a suite
of parameter settings on the outcome of phylogenetic analyses. We tested 2968 combinations among
the seven parameters that most often vary among phylogenetic studies. It is our contention that this
sensitivity analysisidentifies portions of the multidimensional parameter space where phylogenetic signal
is most reliably recovered, and simple rules are given to guide the choice of settings. Portions of this
data set have been used in previous studies with conflicting results, namely the monophyly us. paraphyly
of one of the two major recognized cetacean suborders, the toothed whales. This analysisstrongly
supports the sister relationship between sperm whales and baleen whales.

M

OLECULAR phylogenetics is a rapidlyevolving
field with major applications in disciplinesas varied as population genetics (including the study of population structure, gene flow,phylogeography, speciation,
and introgression), species macroevolution, and conservationgenetics (A~TSE
1994). Molecularphylogenetic
analyses have even providedkey information in HIV epidemiologystudies (LI et al. 1988; OU et al. 1992). The
maximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML)
and neighbor joining (NJ) methods have clearlybecome
the most heavily used phylogenyreconstruction methods.
However,despiteseveral
important simulationstudies
(.g., HUELSENBECK
1995), many researchers may be
daunted by the high number of possible parameter settings available inmolecular phylogenetic analyses(methods of analyses, character weighting, species sampling,
etc.). The aim of the present paper is to evaluate, on a
real data set (mitochondrial cytochrome b DNAsequences from whales), the effects of various parameters
on the outcome of a phylogenetic analysis.
The two cetacean suborders, the echolocating toothed
whales (odontocetes) and the filter-feeding baleen
whales (mysticetes), have long been considered recipre
cally monophyletic lineages that separated from the exCurresponding author: Michel C. Milinkovitch, Department of Biology,
Unit of Evolutionary Genetics, Free University of Brussels (ULB, cp
244), Bd. du Triomphe, 1050 Brussels, Belgium.
E-mail: mcrnilink@resulb.ulb.ac.be
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tinct suborder Archaeoceti 35-45 million years ago ($
refs. inMILINKOVITCH
1995,1996). However, on the basis
of mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) sequence analyses,MIL.
INKOVITCH et al. (1993,1994) challenged this classic taxcnomic division and proposed that the suborder Odontcceti is paraphyletic (see also MCKENNA1987 for analyses
of myoglobin data). More specifically, these molecular
analyses strongly suggested
that the sperm whales (superfamily Physeteroidea) are more closely related to mysticetes than to other odontocetes. If this hypothesisof sister
relationship between sperm whales and baleen whales is
correct, it prompts a major reinterpretation of the morphological, physiological and behavioral evolution of cetaceans (MILINKOVITCH
1994- 1996).
On the other hand, ~ M O and
N
GULLBERG
(1994)
presented, on the basis of a full cytochrome b data set,
a phylogeny in which dolphins and mysticetes form a
clade to the exclusion of sperm whales (= hypothesis
“A,” CJ Figure l ) ,and hence, challenged both the classic hypothesis of toothed whale monophyly(= hypothesis “C,” c$ Figure 1) and MILINKOVITCH
et aL’s hypothesisof sister-group relationship between sperm whales
and all baleen whales (= hypothesis “M,” CJ Figure 1).
The study by ~ M O and
N
GULLBERG
(1994) has special relevance to the question athandand
to the
MILINKOVITCH
et al. (1993, 1994) analyses, in that it also
used mtDNA sequences. Indeed, given that mtDNA is
nonrecombining, different portions of the mitochon-
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drial genome should share the same phylogenetic history and, hence, their analyses should converge to the
same result (but see CAO ~t nl. 1994).
MP and ML reanalyses (ADM:I-II
and HASEGAMJA
1995;
MII.ISKOVITCN1995, 1996; MILINKOVITCI-~
PI nl. 1995) of
ARMSON and GUILRERG'S
(1994) data, using different
parameter settingsfromthoseused
in their original
analysis, yielded an overall support for hypothesis M
(MII.INWVITCI-I
P / 01. 1993, 1994) of sister-group
relationshipbetweensperm
whales and baleen whales.
Hence, it is indisputable that results of MP and ML
analyscs of the cytochrome f) data are very dependent
on parameters
such
as outgroup
sampling
and
weighting of substitution types.
To morefully understand theeffects of such parameters, we present here a sensitivity analysis (on an extended full cytochrome h data set) testing their influence on the topology of the resulting trees and on the
bootstrap values (RV) supporting alternative phylogenetic hypotheses. We tested all 2544 combinations of
settings among the following six parameters (CJ:Table
1 and MATICRIAIS ANDMETHODS): method of character
analysis, substitution-typeweighting,choice
of outgroup species, choiceof ingroup species, use of a single
o r of two artiodactyl outgroup species, and constraintfree o r constrained-analyses. We also performed 424
additional MP analyses to test the influence of codon
position weighting.
We hope that, beside shedding light on theunderlying causes of the discrepancies between cetacean phylogenies from previous studies,
the sensitivity analysis
presented here will, more importantly, provide information on the effects and importance of different parameters in molecular phylogenetic analysis in general.

'

MATERIALS AND METHODS
T h e DNA sequences used are full cytochrome h sequences
from various cetacean and ungulate species
(cJ APPICNDIX).

' Sincr FEISESSTEIN(1985) proposed to we hootstrapping t o estironlitlcncc limits of internal hmnches i n phylogenetic analyses,
hootstrap values arc widely used as indicators of support for a m o n w
phylctic group (reviewed in Fkxsessren antl KISIIISO 1993: HII.I.IS
mate

and

I3t.1.l. 1903).

The alignmentwas unambiguous, since no insertions or deletionswere detected.I n addition t o the 424 analysrs performed
to test the effectiveness of codon position weighting(SCT 1 ) I s
c:ussroN),we tested 2.544 settings corresponding t o a l l combinations among the following six paratnctrrs ((-1 Tahle 1).
Method of phylogenetic analyses: D,\!4-,\4P; A l l MP ;un;llyses of the nrlclcoticlc sequences were performed with PAL'P
3.1.1. (SWOFFORD
199.7) under the followingoptions: heuristic
search, MULPARS in efkct, MAXTREES = 200, antl T R K
branch swapping. A minimum of 400 bootstrap replicateswas
performed. Bootstrap proportions (BV) for each relevant hypothesis (i.r., hypotheses C, M, and A, c/: Figure 1) were extracted from the PAUP outfiles with a REXX program "FILTER" available from the authors.
DNA-ML: All ML analyses of the nucleotide sequences
wercb
performed with theNucMLprogram(MOLPHYpackage,
ADACHIand HASEGAWA
19%). Since their evolutionary rates
differ, codon positions 1 , 2, and 3 were analvzed separately,
and their log-likelihoods summed up (KISIIINOand H;\sIx;
AWA 1989). \Ye assume HASIWAWA
r / nl.'s (1985a) model for
nucleotide substitution, in which a nucleotide i is replaced
by another nucleotidejin an infinitesimally short time interval, d/, with a probability of
crx,d/

Pij(d/) =

fortransitions (THC, A-G)
for transversions (T,C*A,G),

where x, is the frequency of nucleotide j , and a and p are
parameters that determine transition and transversion rates,
respectively. T h e T, were estimatedby their ohserved frequencies (HASEGAW,\
c/ nl. 19851)).Each codon position is assignctl
a different set of parameters. This model takes into account
the hias of nucleotide composition and the rate difference
between transitions and transversions.
T h e cr/p ratios for positions I , 2 and 3 of the codons were
determined such that they maximize the likelihood. The MI,
method allowed 11s to estimate the parameters of the explicit
model from the data under analysis rather than assign them
arbitrarily.
Protrin-MI-; TheProtMLprogram(MOLPHYpackage,
An,\c:1rl antl H,\sec:,\\v,\ 1996) was applied to the amintracidtranslated sequences of the data set. M'e assume the .JTT-F
model for amino acid substitution. This model
uses the empirical amino-acid substitution matrix compiled by J o s ~ rs/ nl.
(1992) as the probability matrix, and the amino acid
freqrlcncies of the protein underanalysis as the equilibrium frequencies. Hence,themodel
implicitly takesintoaccountthat
amino acid substitutions that are accompanied
by small chemical changes occur more h-equently than those accompanied
by large changes.
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TABLE 1
The 2968 combinations of settings tested
MP:

Parameter settings b

Parameter
Substitutionweighting type
3P

MP:
positions
weighting
equally
weighted
a

* unweighted
Ti
Ti

EXCL.

Choice of
outgroup
species
Two outgroups
Choice of
ingroup
species

Constraints

a

5

e

a

2

N/A

Protein-ML

b

1

N/A

1

e

e
e

3dTv
13 species (as representatives
of the three artiodactyl
suborders)
40 combinations
All taxa included
Informative taxa excluded
Redundant taxa excluded
Informative and redundant
taxa excluded
No constraint
Safeconstr

e

e

13

e

13

e

13

e

13

e

40
4

e

40
4

e

40
4

e

40
4

e

e

e

e

e

e

e
e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

e

2

e

1

e

1

e

1

e

e

2120

Subtotals
Total

DNA-ML
(=ProtML)
(=NucML)

of pos.
ab

b

e

GEN. CODE
GEN. CODE BUT

417-1

212

424

212

2968

Each parameter and its settings are described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. For the two sets of MP analyses (positions equally
weighted and 417-1 weighting of positions) and for the two sets of ML analyses (NucML and ProtML), each dot in column a
means that the corresponding parameter setting has been tested (the number in column b simply gives, per parameter, the
number of settings tested). For instance, the total number of parameter setting combinations tested in unweighted MP analyses
is 5 X (13 40) X 4 X 2 = 2120. For each of the 2968 combinations of settings, a minimum of 400 bootstrap replicates have
been performed. N/A, not applicable.

+

In the NucML and ProtML analyses,bootstrap proportions
are estimated by the RELL method (KISHINO et al. 1990) with
lo4 replications. This method efficiently estimates BV (HASEGAWA and KISHINO 1994) and, hence, is a good approximation
of the computationally intensive true bootstrap method
(FELSENSTEIN
1985).
Substitution-typeweightings (for Mp analyses only): No
weighting (= “LWWIGHTED”): This setting corresponds to the
minimum-assumption scheme where all substitution types
(transitions, Ti; and transversions, Tv) require the same cost
(one evolutionary step).
Transitions excluded (= “Ti EXCL.. ’3: It is well known that, in
the mitochondrial genome, Ti accumulate much more rapidly
than Tv (e.g.,HIXSON
and BROWN1986) and can rapidly conceal the phylogenetic signal. Consequently, it has been widely
suggested that Ti should be down-weighted relative to
Tv (e.g.,
IRWINet al. 1991; HILLISet al. 1994; MEYER1994; SIMON
et al.
1994; MILINKOVITCHet al. 1995), if Ti demonstrate some degree of saturation in the relevant taxa comparisons. The influence of such a weighting scheme (Tv = 1 step; Ti = 0 step)
on MP analyses was tested in the sensitivity analysis presented
here.
Ti excluded in third position of the codons (= “Ti 3P”):Different
codon positions do not necessarily display similar levels ofTi
saturation and it might be advisable to avoid down-weighting
of nonsaturated Ti (i.e., to avoid unnecessarily throwing away
phylogenetic signal). Although part of the problem would
remain until each character has been individually tested for
saturation in Ti and Tv, unjustified down-weighting can be
reduced by considering Ti and Tv separately for first, second,

and third codon positions. Given that the rate of substitution
is typicallyhighest in third,lowest in second, and intermediate
in first positions [unless nonsynonymous substitutions are favored by positiveDarwinian
selection (HUGHESand NEI
1988)], Ti are expected to saturate much more quickly in
third than in firstand second codon positions. Therefore, the
Ti 3P weighting scheme (third position Ti = 0 step; any other
substitution = 1 step) might be more effective than the Ti
EXCL. weighting scheme, and is tested here.
All silent substitutions ignored (=
This weighting
scheme is based on the redundancy of the mitochondrial
genetic code. In other words, every silent substitution (i.e.,
causing no amino-acid change) requires a cost of 0, while any
other substitution requires a cost of 1. This scheme implicitly
assumes that all (or most) silent substitutions are saturated
for the relevant taxa comparisons.
All silent substitutions ignored exctp third position Tu (= “GEN..
CODEBUT3dTu”):Under the GEN.CODE weighting scheme, third
position Tv are ignored (ie., they require a zero cost) in fourfold degenerate codons. However, given that Tv accumulate
much more slowly than Ti, a high number of informative third
position Tv might be inappropriately ignored under the GEN.CODE weighting scheme. The GENCODE BUT 3dTv weighting
setting GEN.CODE weighting except that 3d position Tv require
a cost of 1) attempts to rectify this problem and might correspond to an improvement of both the Ti3P and GENCODE
weighting schemes.
Choice of outgroup species: ML and MP methods produce
unrooted trees. The tree can be rooted by using an outgroup
taxon, i.e., a taxon that diverged from the ingroups before
L
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those diverged from each other. If one assumes that sperm
additional species
quenced thefull cytochrome b gene in four
whales, baleen whales, and “nonsperm-whale-odontocetes”
(see APPENDIX for GenBank accession numbers) that are ex(as far as the species included in the present analyses are
pected to intercept these long branches. Indeed, these four
concerned) each form a monophyletic group (a clade), then
species are representatives of three odontocete families not
there are threepossible rootings that define three alternative
included in ARNMON and GULLBERG’S
(1994) data set: the
cladogenetic relationships (6Figure 1) between these three
Monodontidae (we sequenced the beluga, Delphinapterus leumajor groups of cetaceans. Hence, as is the case for many
cas, and the narwhal, Monodon monoceros), the Phocoenidae
phylogenetic controversies, the problem of tree rooting is
(we sequenced the harbor porpoise, Phocoena phocoena), and
central to thequestion of cetacean phylogeny (MILINKOVITCH the Kogiidae (we sequenced the pygmy sperm whale, Kopa
1995).
brevicqbs) .
Given that multiple substitutions can accumulate alongthe
These fourspecies were therefore expected to be particularly
branch leading to the outgroup, likelihood
the
that molecular
informative in that they cut the two long branches defined
character states shared by one taxon and an outgroupwill be
above, and the extended datasetshouldspan
more combased on random similarity rather than on history increases
pletely the variabilitywithin Cetacea. The uncorrectedgenetic
with increasingdivergence between the outgroup and the
distances between these additional sequences and those of
ingroup taxa (WHEELER
1990; MILINKOVITCH
1995).This issue
cetacean species already included in the data set are consisof random rooting is particularly relevant to the question at
tent with this expectation. Therefore, we investigated the inhand because part of the problem in cetacean phylogeny (as
fluence of including/excluding these “informative” taxa in
for many other phylogeny controversies) is due to the fact
our phylogenetic analyses.
that some analyses have been performed with the use of only
“Redundant taxa”: On the other hand,if the species added
a single outgroup, although many more may be available in
are closely related to the species already included in the data
public data bases. Therefore, we investigated the influenceof
set, they will either (1) intercept shortbranches where multioutgroup choice by testing each of the 13 species chosen as
ple substitutions are unlikely to have arisen, or (2) interrupt
representatives of the three artiodactyl suborders (tylopodes,
a long branch at a position that makes it only very slightly
suiformes, and ruminants). The accession number of each
shorter. In bothcases, it is likely that little additional informaartiodactyl DNA sequence used, as well as the binomial and
tion and resolution will be gained by the inclusion of such
common names of the species, are given in the APPENDIX.
“redundant” taxa.
Choice of ingroup species: The accession number of each
Given that many of the cetacean species included in ~ N A
cetacean DNA sequence used, as wellas the binomial and
SON and GULLBERG’S (1994)
data set are very closely related,
common names of the species, are given in the APPENDIX.
we defined a subset of these as “redundant” taxa with the
following phenetic algorithm. Using the pairwise uncorrected
LECOINTRE
et al. (1993) convincingly showed that different
distances between all cetacean taxa (including the “informasamplings of ingroup species can yield extensive variations of
tive” taxa), the lowest distance value was used to identify
the BV supporting the various nodes in the resulting tree
(which topology is oftenconflicting among different samthe two most closely related species (i.e., the two species of
plings) (see also PATERSON1989; HENDRIKSet al. 1990). We
delphinids). Then, at random, one
of the two species was
categorized as a “redundant taxon” (the otherspecies is irreinvestigated this phenomenon further by considering the poversibly called “not-redundant”) and all painvise distances
tential redundancy of the ingroup taxa.
between that “redundant” species and all other cetacean spe“Znfmatiue taxa”: As in the case of “random rooting” discies were removed from the matrix. Then, the process was
cussed above, each character is also likely to have experienced
repeated iteratively (on successively smaller matrices) until
multiple substitutions on long branches that lead to some
categorizing additional species as “redundant” would not
ingroup taxa. Therefore, cutting long branches on the tree
allow the designation of at least one representative of each
reduces errors in the assessment of which character states
genus as “not-redundant.” Obviously, one couldimagine
are identical by descent. This can of course be achieved by
many other ways to define a group of “redundant taxa.”
increasing the number of species in the data set (e.g., SWOFFORD and OLSEN1990;WHEELER
1992; PHILIPPE
and DOUZERY However, the protocol defined hereidentifies reasonably well
and reasonably objectively a group of species that can be used
1994), if the lineage of any added taxon intercepts a long
to investigate the influence of including/excluding redunbranch andmakes two shorter branches (less prone to homodant taxa in phylogenetic analyses. The species categorized
plasy). In otherwords, the effect of homoplasy (convergences,
as “redundant” are given in the APPENDIX.
parallelisms and reversals) can be reduced if the included
Use of a single or of two artiodactyl outgroup species: Simitaxa are an adequate sampling of the variation of the entire
lar to the utility of adding “informative ingroup taxa” to
ingroup. Although the variability spanned by the included
intercept long internal branches, the use of more than one
taxa is difficult to ascertain prior to the phylogenetic analysis
outgroup (as long as they are both closely related to the initself, one can use simple principles (e.g.,MILINKOVITCH
1995,
group taxa) might be useful in reducing errors in character
1996), such as the divergence informationimplied by the
polarization along the branch leading to the ingroup (e.g.,
morphology-based classification of the group, to chose the
Figure 1in MILINKOVITCH1995).Comparable to what has
taxa that will be preferentially added to the initial data set.
been discussed for ingroup taxa, an additional outgroup is
For instance, in the case of cetacean phylogeny, it is likely to
likely to be especially informative if it is not too closely related
be crucial to insure that the major groups of cetaceans (i.e.,
to the outgroup taxon(a) already included in the analysis. In
groups that delineatea major part of the cetacean variability)
other words, an additional outgroup will probably be useful
have not been entirely overlooked.
in avoiding random rootingif (1) it is similarly closelyrelated
It can be seen that the cetacean cytochrome b gene trees
to the ingroup taxa as the initial outgroup is, and (2) it is
(constructed from all sequences published at the time when
sufficiently distant from that initial outgroup. Obviously,if
this sensitivityanalysis was started) contain longuninterthe additional outgroup is less divergent from the ingroup
rupted branches, such as that leading to the two closely retaxa than theinitial outgroup is, then this additional outgroup
lated dolphins and that leading to the sperm whale (these
will be especially useful in avoiding random rooting.
two branches define the “nonsperm-whale-odontocetes”and
Consequently, besides investigating the influence of outthe “sperm whales” groups, respectively). Therefore, we se-

-
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group choice by testing each of the 13 artiodactyl species
presented above, we also tested the influence of outgroup
choice when two outgroups were used simultaneously. Because the two outgroups must be sufficiently divergent from
each other (andsimilarly closely related to the ingroups), we
tested all 40 combinations between one representative of the
ruminants and one representative of the tylopodes or suiformes (listed in the APPENDIX).
Constraint-free or constrained analyses: This last parameter was used to test the effects of constraining the monophyly
of some “uncontested groups” in the data set, hence reducing the degrees of freedom of the system. This constrainttree, which will be called SAFECONSTR, forces the monophyly
of thedelphinids(“Statt”and
“Stlo,” $ APPENDIX), the
monophyly of monodontids (“Dleuc” and “Mmono”), the
monophyly of delphinoids (the dolphins, the monodontids,
and the porpoises), the
monophyly of sperm whales (“Kbrev”
and“Physmacr”),the
monophyly of minke whales (“Antmink” and “minke”), the
sister-species relationship between
sei and Bryde’s whales (“Balbor” and “Baleden”), the
monophyly of the “giant” right whales (“Balmyst” and “Balglac,”
but not the pygmy right whale “Capmarg”), the monophyly
of balaenopterids (all baleen whales except the pygmy and
giant right whales) and the monophyly of all baleen whales.
These constraints are reasonable assumptions because of
strong support from numerousmorphological characters (cf:
refs. in MILINKOVITCH1995) aswellasby
the present data
set. Since the constraint-tree SAFECONSTR defines nine nodes,
its application dramatically decreases the number of possible
trees that will be evaluated under theoptimality criterion (MP
or ML), and hence, greatly accelerates the time-consuming
computer searches. All analyses were performed with and
without the SAFECONSTR setting. Of course, if very different
results were obtained with and without the constraint, it would
suggest that one or several of the “reasonable” monophyly
assumptions included in the constraint arechallenged by the
present cytochrome b data set.
MeanBV(MBV), general mean BV (GM), and outgroup
congruence (OC): Beside the individual BV obtainedfor
each of the three hypotheses (A, C, and M) under each outgroup choice, we also considered three other importantvariables (MBV, GM, and OC) across outgroup choices.
MBVis the mean BV (for a given hypothesis, M, C, or
A) across the 13 single outgroups, or across the 40 possible
combinations of two outgroups, while the “general mean”
(GM) is the mean highest BV (regardless of which hypothesis
is best supported at each outgroup choice)across the 13 single outgroup choices, or across the 40 possible combinations
of two outgroups.
The outgroup congruenceis the congruenceof highest BV
across outgroup choices. To measure this variable, we simply
used the three values giving the number of times (across
single or across double outgroup choices) the hypotheses M,
C, and A are each best supported (e.g., 7/0/6 for the single
outgroup choices of the upperleft diagramof Figure 2). From
these three numbers, one could design various measures of
outgroup congruence ($ APPENDIX). We chose to use a measure that takes into account not only the number of times
the “winning hypothesis” is best supported, butalso the number of times each, separately, of the two other hypotheses are
best supported. If hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 are best supported
seven, zero, and six times (7/0/6), respectively, it could be
argued that the outgroup congruence of this result is lower
than that of “7/3/3,” because the “winning hypothesis” is
more consistently contradicted (by hypothesis 3) in the first
than in thesecond result. In other words, one can more
confidently conclude that hypothesis 1 is the “winning hy-

pothesis” if hypotheses 2 and 3 are both poorly supported
(while in the result “7/0/6” one can only suggest the rejection of hypothesis 2 ) .
Therefore, in the context of this paper, we chose to design
an outgroupcongruence measure (OC, cf: APPENDIX), whose
value ranges from 0 to 1, that estimates how much onehypothesis is most often best supported and how much it is contradicted by each of the two other hypotheses (hence, 13.33/
13.33/13.33, but also 17/17/6, gives an OC of 0).
Although the OC value is of great interest in illustrating
the effects of the various parameters tested in the present
analyses ($ below), much furtherscrutiny on the behavior of
this measure inthe analyses ofother datasets will be necessary
before evaluating its potential general usefulness.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following discussion, three topologies will be
considered: (1) odontocete monophyly will be called
the hypothesis C (Classic), (2) the hypothesis M designates a sister-group relationship between sperm whales
and all mysticetes (MILINKOVITCH
et al. 1993; MILINKOVITCH 1995), and (3) thegrouping of all mysticetesand
delphinoids in aclade corresponds to the hypothesis A
( ~ N A S O Nand GULLBERG
1994).

Maximum parsimony
Effectsof
ingroup and outgroup choice in unweighted searches:In each of the four peripheralhistograms of Figure 2, the stacked yellow, blue, and red
columns correspondto the bootstrapvalues supporting
the A, C and M hypotheses, respectively, under the 13
possible single outgroups (left partof each histogram),
and under the 40 possible combinations of two outgroups (right part of each histogram). The central histogram (“MEAN-HIST”) shows, for each alternative hypothesis, themean BV (MBV) across the13 single
outgroups (columns “1-out”), and across the 40 possible combinations of two outgroups (columns “2-out”).
Outgroupcongruence
(OC), bothfor
“single-outgroup” and “double outgroup”analyses, is plotted on
the central histogram. Detailed description is given in
Figure 2 legend.
General mean and outgroup congruence: As described in
MATERIALS AND METHODS, the general mean (GM) (cJ
Figure 2) is the mean highest BV (regardless of which
hypothesis is best supported at each outgroup choice)
across the 13 single outgroup choices (GM1, Figure 2),
and across the 40 possible combinations of two outgroups (GM2, Figure 2), while the outgroup congruence is the congruence of highest BV across outgroup
choices.
The first conspicuous result drawn from Figure 2 is
that, when no weighting is used, adding informative
taxa ( i e . , going from the two left diagrams to the two
right diagrams) strongly increases congruence across
outgroups. For instance, in the analyses where only informative taxa are excluded and all possible 13 single
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FIGURE2.-MP, unweighted searches. In each histogram, the left block of columns corresponds to the 13 possible single
outgroup choices, while the right block corresponds tothe 40 possible combinations of two outgroups (6APPENDIX). For each
of these 53 possible outgroup choices, the stacked yellow, blue, and red columns correspond to the bootstrap values (BV)
supporting the A, C and M hypotheses, respectively. For instance, when informative taxa are excluded and the first artiodactyl
the hypothesis A is supported by
species (Bos tuum, the cow) is used as a single outgroup (first column, upper-left histogram),
77.3% of the bootstrap replicates whilethe C and M hypotheses are supported by BV of 3.9% and 18.8%, respectively;but when
the second artiodactyl species(Antilacupu uwmicunu, pronghorn) is used as single outgroup, the values are 8.7,26.6, and 64.7%,
respectively. The histogram MEAN-HIST shows, for the three alternative hypotheses, the BV averagedacross the 13 single
outgroups (columns l-out.), and across the 40 possible combinations of two outgroups (columns P-out.). General means
(GM1,
GM2) is separately givenand outgroup congruence (OC) is separatelyplotted for single-outgroup and double-outgroup analyses
(see text and APPENDIX for details). The inclusion/exclusion of informative taxa has a much more drastic effect on OC and
mean BV than the inclusion/exclusion of redundant taxa. *, parameter setting (beside weightingof codon positions) used in
ARNASON and GULLBERG
(1994).

outgroups are tested (Figure 2, left part of the upper
left diagram), hypotheses M, C , and A are best s u p
ported seven, zero, and six times, respectively (OC =
0.08). On the other hand, if the informative taxa are
added (Figure 2, left part of the upper right diagram),
hypothesis M is muchmore consistently bestsupported
(11 times) while the C and A hypotheses are best s u p
ported two and zero times, respectively (OC = 0.69).
It is worth noting that, for the example given above,
the general mean is 64.25 when informative taxa are

excluded, and 68.49 when they are included. Hence,
when a single outgroup is used, the average highest
BV (supporting any one of the three hypotheses) can
change very little when informative taxa are added or
removed, while the outgroup congruence with which
one of the three hypotheses will be the best supported
can be very different in the two conditions. The impact
of informative taxa on congruence is equally apparent
in cases where double outgroups are used, and regardlessof the inclusion or exclusion of redundant taxa

Analysis

Sensitivity

Phylogenetic

(Figure 2). For instance, adding informative taxa while
redundant taxa are excluded (lower two histograms)
modifies the congruence from 7/3/3[for M/C/A; (OC
= 0.31)] to 12/1/0 (OC = 0.85) with single outgroups,
and from 15/21/4 (OC = 0.15) to 39/1/0 (OC = 0.95)
with double outgroups.
Given that all outgroups used in the present analysis
are comparable (asfar as the a prim’potential phylogenetic information they provide is concerned), we contend that high congruence across outgroups must necessarily bepreferred
over low congruence as an
indication of strength of a rooting (provided that this
rooting is supported under all highcongruence conditions). Since the numberof possible parameter settings
is too great tobe completely tested, we need to assume
that we sufficiently exploredthe
multidimensional
space of meaningful settings such that portions of this
space with highlycongruent support for (an)other
rooting(s) has not been omitted. Hence, the major explicit
assumption used throughout the present paper is that
high congruence across outgroups is a reliable indicator of proper rooting(i.e., proper recovery ofthe phylogenetic information contained in the gene studied),
provided that this rooting is supported under all highcongruence conditions. Whether this gene tree corresponds to a wrong or the right species tree is another
point. The assumption of correlation between high congruence and proper rooting could be partly tested on
“known phylogenies” (e.g., with simulation studies).
MBV: Figure 2 shows that, beside greatly increasing
OC, adding informative taxa ( i e . , going from the two
left diagrams to the two right diagrams) greatly reduces
the MBV supporting hypothesis A, and significantly increases that supporting hypothesis M, while it changes
less perceptibly the mean support for the
hypothesis C.
Adding the redundant taxa ( i e . , going from the two
lower to the two upper diagrams), regardless of the
inclusion or exclusion of the informative taxa, has a
lower effect (thanadding or removing informative
taxa) both on the mean BV supporting each of the
three hypotheses and onOC ( cJ: Figure 2, central histogram). Surprisingly, adding redundanttaxa seems even
to generally decrease outgroup congruence andslightly
increase the mean bootstrap support for
“knason’s
hypothesis” (A). It is our interpretation that the phylogenetic noise introduced by redundant taxa is not necessarily negligible and may have a minoradverse effect.
Again, this statement is based on the assumption that
higher outgroup congruence is better than lower outgroup congruence, and hence, that
hypothesis A is very
poorly supported by the present cytochrome b data set
because it is never well-supported under high-congruence conditions ( cJ: below),
These results demonstrate that, obtaining ahigh BV
for one hypothesis (e.g., upper left histogram of Figure
2: 86% for hypothesis A with single outgroup choice
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number 9, or 80% for hypothesis M with outgroup
choice number 4) does not guarantee that this result
will be consistent with those obtained using other relevant outgroups. Therefore, given that we assume congruence across choices of outgroup(s) is a good indicator of the reliability of the rooting of a gene tree, a
high BV for an hypothesis under a single outgroup
choice is not necessarily a good indicatorof the reliability of this hypothesis. Since inclusion of the informative
taxa greatly reduces the sensitivity of the phylogenetic
results to the outgroupchoice (hence, greatly increases
OC), we suggest that inclusion of these so-called “informative taxa” does indeed greatly reduce the number
of character mispolarizations in the phylogenetic tree.
In other words, if the taxa included in the analysis do
not span thevariability of the groupof interest homogeneously enough, multiple substitutions on long uninterrupted branches will not be detected, and
errors in the
assessment of which character states are identical by
descent will be numerous. These erroneous ancestralstate inferences will cause mispolarizations at the next
deeper node, and through a cascade effect, the initial
mispolarizations due to the long uninterrupted internal
branch(es) will finally produce errors of rooting with
effects comparable to “randomrooting” (6above).
These errors of polarization can support an incorrect
rooting with a high bootstrap value. This point is clearly
illustrated in the upperleft histogram of Figure 2 under
the single outgroup choices. Hypothesis A (in yellow)
is supported by high BV under some outgroup choices,
and hypothesis M (in red)is supported by similarly high
BV under other outgroupchoices, while at least one of
the two hypotheses must necessarily be wrong.
In conclusion, when no weighting is used in MP analyses, including informative taxa greatly increases outgroup congruence. Since hypothesis A becomes invariably very poorly supported when congruence is high,
it suggests that its occasional high support under low
congruence conditions is due to errors of character
polarization. On the other hand, the
BV supporting
hypothesis M is almost invariably the highest under
high congruence conditions, only occasionally slightly
exceeded by the BV supportingthe
hypothesis C.
Hence, when the variability of a group is insufficiently
represented such that long branches remain uninterrupted by intermediate taxa, support for some nodes
of the treewill strongly depend on the outgroup
choice,
and high bootstrap support for an erroneous rooting
is not improbable.
Effects of ingroup and outgroup choice in weighted
searches: Figure 3 shows the “MEAN-HIST” histograms (similar to the central histogram of Figure 2) for
the four weighting schemes: Ti EXCL., Ti 3P, GEN.CODE,
and GENCODE BUT 3dTv (cf: MATERIALS AND METHODS).
Contrary to what we observed in unweighted analyses,
inclusion/exclusion of the informative taxa in these
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3.--Effects o f ingroup choice in weighted MP analyses. Each of the four histograms gives the outgroup congruence
valws (plotted), the mean RV (across the 13 single orltgroups and across the 40 possible combinations of two orltgroups), and
the general means, across the ingroup choices. Each histogram shows from right to left the effects of excluding rctlrlndant,
informative, and both informative and redundant taxa. The four histograms differ by the weighting scheme used (Ti I:.x(:I..,Ti
3P, (:I<N.(:oDI:, and G E S . C ~ I X 1x"r JtlTv, c/: MATERIAI-SANI) \ I I I I I O I ) S ) . With the exception of theweighting GI<s.(:oIX, the
inclllsion/cxclllsion o f informative taxa in weighted scarches docs not have as large an effect asin the casc o f rlnweightcd
searches (c[ Figure 2).

weighted analyses (with o n e exceptionnoted below)
has only a moderate effect on the results, both in terms
of outgroup congruence and of mean bootstrap support for eachof the three alternative hypotheses (especially in double-outgroup analyses). This suggests that
these weighting schemesallow the reductionof character mispolarization by excluding many of the substitutions that show some degree of saturation. Since the
adverse effects of saturation are greatest on long unintcrruptcd
branches,
reducing
these
effects with
weightingmakes it much lcss crucial to includethe
informative taxa to recover the phylogenetic signal. Inclusion of informative taxa even seems to often have a
minor adverse cffcct on OC ( ~Figure
1
3) when these
weighting schemes are used. This
is especially visible in
the one-outgroup analyses of the lower right histogram
(Figure 3).
One exception to what has been said above is the

setting. Under this weighting scheme, both
mean bootstrap support for hypothesis M and, more
importantlv,outgroupcongruence
(OC) greatly increase with the inclusion of informative taxa (Figure 3,
lower left). This contrasts with the more moderate effect informative taxa had on other weighted analyses
(especially in double-outgroup analyses). M'e suggest
that this is due to overweighting of some character
changes.
Indeed,
under
the
(XN.CODI< weighting
scheme, third position Tv are not considered in fourfold degenerate codons even though third position Tv
are probably not saturatedin the cetacean cytochrome0
data set (MILINKWITCH 1996). Therefore, a significant
amount of phylogenetic information may be lost under
this weighting scheme, andit becomes again more important to break up long branches with informative
taxa.
In weighted as in unweighted searches (Figures2 and
(;E:s.(:oDE
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FIGURE 4.-Effects of weighting in M p analyses. Each of the four histograms gives the changes of the mean BV (across the
13 single outgroups and across the 40 possible combinations of two outgroups) and of the general means across choices of
weighting scheme. At the left of each histogram, the outgroup congruence values (OC, calculated from the three d u e s NM/
Nc/NA giving the number of times the hypotheses M, C, and A are each best supported) are plotted, separately for single- and
on OC andmean BV when
double-outgroupanalyses,against choice of weightingscheme.Weightinghasamajoreffect
informative taxa are excluded, regardless of the inclusion or exclusion of redundant taxa (Figure 4, a and b). Weighting has a
much more minor effect when informative taxa are included (Figure 4, c and d), especially when two outgroups are used.

3), inclusion of redundant taxa has a minor but negative effect on outgroup congruence. Furthermore, both
in weighted and unweighted searches,the MBV for hypothesis A is virtually always higher under conditions
of low congruence across outgroups than under high
congruence conditions (although, under both conditions, the MBV for hypothesis A is always lower than
the MBV for at least one of the two other hypotheses).
Effects of weighting As discussed in MATERIALS AND
METHODS, it is well known that, in the mitochondrial
genome, Ti accumulate much more rapidly than Tv
and can rapidly concealthe phylogenetic signal. Consequently, one common tactic to reduce the noise introduced by homoplasy is to incorporate this evolutionary
process in the analysis by weighting the different types
of character changes, usually weighting Tv more than
Ti, ignoring Ti altogether, or just ignoring Ti at the
third codon positions. This serves dampen
to
the phylogenetic noise arising from the saturation of Ti along
the long branches. Figure 4 shows the effects of the
weighting schemes under the four ingroup choice settings.

The two upper histograms (Figure 4) clearlyshow
that, when informative taxaare excluded, all the tested
weighting schemes (except the GEN.CODE setting, see
below) have a large impact,
in comparison tothe results
yielded by the unweighted analyses, in increasingboth
the outgroup congruence and the mean BV supporting
one of the three hypotheses. Notethat unweighted analyses produce ambiguous results(congruenceis low,and
two or three hypotheses are supported by similar mean
BV), while the Ti EXCL., Ti 3P, and GEN.CODE BUT 3dTv
weightings greatly increase the outgroup congruence
and clearly makethe sister relationship between sperm
whales and baleen whales (hypothesisM) the best supported hypothesis. On the other hand, the C and M
hypotheses are similarly supported under the GEN.CODE
setting. This explains the low OC values under this
weighting scheme, despite the fact that hypothesis A
is poorly supported. Since all other weighted analyses
produced highly congruent results, this supports our
suggestion that the GENCODE weighting discards more
information than noise (because of "overdownweighting" of third position Tv), and that, under this
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weighting scheme, inclusion of informative taxaremains crucial in reducing the number of mispolarizations.
The two lower histograms in Figure 4 demonstrate
that, when informative taxa are included, most tested
weighting schemes (even GEN.CODE) produce results
(with high OC values) very similar to those yielded by
the unweighted searches, regardless of the inclusion
or exclusion of redundant taxa. Under each of these
settings, outgroup congruence is high. Furthermore,
the mean BV supporting hypothesis M are high, while
BV for hypothesis A are very low and the C hypothesis
obtains intermediate bootstrap support.
Effect of using two outgroups: Although using two
outgroups instead of one almost always increases OC
(and themean BV supporting hypothesis M) ( c j Figure
4),all perceptible effects, including this one, areunexpectedly low. One possible explanation is that, for each
character, a single outgroup provides a polarization,
right or wrong. Two outgroups, when identical for a
particular character state,
provide the same polarization
as either onewould alone. When the two outgroups are
dissimilar for a character state, thereis ambiguity, with
at least one outgroup supportingmispolarization. This
ambiguity is preferable to mispolarization but does little
to improve the strength of the results (in terms of BV) .
We believe that the use of three outgroups, or more,
should have a more manifest effect on BV by allowing
the analysis to reach some “majority-rule consensus”
for inferring ancestral states. The use of more than two
outgroups is partially addressed below. Nevertheless,
the OC graphs in Figure 4 show that the use of two
outgroups decreases the variance of OC values across
weighting schemes when informative taxa are included.
Weighting of positions: Probably the most important
factor in the ASO ON and GULLBERG
(1994) study was
that they gave weights of 4, 17, and 1 to first, second,
and thirdcodon positions, respectively.Superficially
this may seem to be a reasonable weighting scheme, as
it approximates the inverse of the relative frequencies
of base substitutions at the different codon positions.
Consequently, a very high weight is given to the rarer
substitutions at second positions. However, there is evidence that this type of weighting may actually seriously
mislead an analysis. For instance, NAYLORet al. (1995)
pointed out that mitochondrial transmembrane
proteins such as cytochrome 6 contain a high proportion
of hydrophobic residues whose codons show a striking
compositional bias for pyrimidines (C and T)at second
positions. Therefore, they suggested that this functional
requirement forhydrophobicity constrains the “character space” ( i e . , the number of possible states a site
can exhibit) at these second positions and, hence, can
increase their level of homoplasy. Because these sites
have their “character-state space” reduced, they could
retain less phylogenetic information than the morerap-

idlyevolvingfirst
and thirdcodon positions. Consequently, ifweighted tooheavily, the homoplastic second
positions override the phylogenetic signal contained in
the other positions.
In addition, further scrutiny of the O AS ON and
GULLBERG’S
cytochrome 6 data has demonstrated (MILINKOVITCH 1995, 1996) that only two second positions
(788 and 1046) support the “hnason’s topology” (=
hypothesis A), and that one of them (1046) is erroneously polarized through random rooting ( MILINKOVITCH 1995, 1996). In other words, because ~ N A S O N
and GULLBERG
(1994) weighted second positions 17
times more than third positions, and because they used
a single outgroup, the character 1046 alone made the
hypotheses C and M improperly 17 steps longer, hence,
that much less parsimonious, than hypothesis A. Therefore, overweighting of second codon positions can produce random clades that are supported by a very few
homoplasious characters.
Interestingly, our sensitivityapproach allows us to test
this latter point. If weighting of codon positions (instead of substitution types) is likely to produce erroneous polarization of characters, then“nonsensical trees”
would be bettersupportedunder
such weighting
scheme than under analyses where all codon positions
are equally weighted. Given that it is exceedingly likely
that one of the three hypotheses, M, C, or A, is correct
($ below:discussion on the SAFECONSTR constraint),
we called “nonsensical” any tree where none of these
three hypotheses is supported, i.e., trees where mysticetes and/or sperm whales and/or nonsperm-whaleodontocetes (as far as the odontocete species included
in the present analyses are concerned) are allowed to
be paraphyletic. In other words, the BV supporting nonsensical trees is equal to 100% minus the sum of the
BV supporting the hypotheses M, C, and A. We combined the “417-1weighting” with the following parameters: “Ti excl.” and “no weighting” for substitution
types, 13 possible single outgroups, 40 possible combinations of two outgroups, and four possible choices of
ingroup species ( i e . , 424 additional analyses, cf: Table
1). Given that the SKFECONSTR setting ($ MATERIALS
AND METHODS) considerably reduces the numberof possible nonsensical trees, we performed these additional
MP analyses, unconstrained by SMECONSTR.
Figure 5, a and b, show that, when all taxa are included,the 417-1 weighting scheme significantly increases (sometimes by 20-25%)the
BV supporting
nonsensical trees, both under noweighting of substitution types (Figure 5a) and underexclusion of Ti (Figure
5b). If nonsensical trees were a result of homoplasy at
first and/or third codon positions, one would expect
to see a greater frequency of these nonsensical trees in
the searches without position weighting (contrary to
what the analyses show). Therefore, we suggest there is
substantial homoplasy at second positions in the pres-
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s GCI.I,RI.K(;
(1994) significantlyincreases the BV srlpportingnonsensical trrcs,
b o t h under eqml weighting o f suhstitution types (left histograms) and IInder exclusion of Ti (right histograms). Bootstrap
support for nonsensical trers may l x a good indicator o f mispolarization of characters. The reasons why nonsensical trees arc
very little supported when informative taxa are cxclr~dcd(Figure 5, e-h) are given in the text.

ent cytochrome h data set. This point is consistent with
the suggestion (MILISKOVITCII
1996) that downweighting of anv codon positions is inappropriate, unless both
transitions und transversions are saturated at thesepositions.
" h e n only redundant taxa are excluded (Figure 5,
c and d ) , we observe the same pattern and amplitude
o f increased frequencv of nonsensical trees rlntler the
4-17-1 weighting scheme compared to the unweighted
codon position scheme. On the other hand, the numher of nonsensicaltrees isvery low and its increase
under the 4-17-1 weighting scheme is marginal (Figure
.5, e and g) or virtually nil (Figure 5, f and h) when
informative taxa are excluded (regardless of the inchsion/exclusion of redundant taxa). This is simply due
to the fact that, when informative taxa are excluded,
there is a very small number o f topologies compatible

with nonsensical trees, because they worlld require that
the two dolphins and/or themysticetes be paraphvletic,
a condition that indeed
must be very rarely encountered since the monophyly of each of these two groups
is extremelv well supported bv the present cytochrome
b data set. In other words, if there is no visible effect
of the 4-17-1 weightingscheme on the frequcncy of
nonsensical trees in Figure 5, e-h, it is not because the
4-17-1 weighting scheme does not create mispolarisations under the exclusion of informative taxa, but because the mispolarisations cannot be detected anymore
through nonsensical trees.
Effects of safeconstr: Importantlv,besidethe
fact
that we consider SAFE(:<)XSTK a reasonable assumption
(</ h4ATEKlhI.S AND MMI:.THOI)S),
the pattern of effects of
the five remainingparameters
onthe phylogenetic
analvses was rigorouslv the same whether or not the
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constraint SAFE<:ONdI'R was applied.Therefore,
we
chose to use, in the Figures 2-4, the constrained MP
searches (whereBV supporting theM, C and A hypotheses sum up to loo%, o r virtually so) to illustrate the
effects of the five other parameters analyzed in this
sensitivity analysis. But strictly all conclusions discussed
above can be drawn from the unconstrained searches
as well. Overall,nonsensicaltrees
were poorly s u p
ported in our analyses even when SXFIXONSTR was not
applied(except, as discussed above, when the Arnason's 4-17-1 weighting scheme was used). For instance,
when Ti EXCI,., Ti 3P, and (;EN.<:ODE BUT 3dTv weighting
schemes were used and SXFECONSTR was not applied,
BV supporting nonsensical treeswere above 5%for only
three of the 636 analyses. It is only under the unweighted and CENCODE weighting schemesthat BV s u p
porting nonsensical trees sometimes exceeded 10%.
Furthermore,constrainingthesearches
with SAFE(:OSSTK generally decreases the BV supporting hypothesis A while it increases those supporting the C and M
hypotheses (.g,Figure 6). In other words, h-nason's
hypothesis is favored if one or moreof the uncontested
monophyletic lower groups are allowed to be paraphyletic. This suggests that support for hypothesis A often
requirescharacterpolarizationsthatsupportdubious
groupings of lower taxa. Mhen these probablv erroneous
polarizations are notallowed, the support forhypothesis
A decreases (by r ~ pto 50 units of BV, CJ: Figure 6).
Conclusions for MP analyses: As suggested by many
authors ( . g , IRM'IS r / n/. 1991; HIILK P/ nl. 1994;
HUEISENBECK
1995; MII.INKO\'ITCI-I
d nl. 1995), it seems
manifest to 11s that weighting of substitution types in MP
analyses can be very useful for recovering phylogenetic
signal in a noisy data set. However, the choice of the
weighting scheme is not a trivial task and must be done

after testing for evolutionary processes such as saturation of the various substitution types. If a weighting
scheme is going to beused, it should be based on anal?ses performed on the data set under scrutiny. In other
words, there is no "universal" weighting that can be
used for all data sets.
Althoughinappropriateunder-and
overweighting
can be reduced, forinstance, by considering Ti and Tv
separatelyfor first, second, and third positions (P.K.,
MII.INKO\'ITCH1996), part of the problem will remain
until each character has been individually tested for
saturation in Ti and Tv. Although there have been suggestions on how to treat characters individually for possible highlevels of homoplasy (P.R., a posta'ori successive
weighting, FARRIS
1969), any chosen weighting scheme
involves importantassumptionsthatare
difficult to
prove ( P.R., see SIMONet a/.1994).
Our sensitivity analysis demonstrates thatfavoring the
addition of taxa over the use of weighting schemes is a
valid alternative. Indeed, Figure 4 (hvo lower diagrams)
shows that weighting becomes unnecessary,but virtually
harmless (especially when hvo outgroups are used), if
the variability of the group under scrutiny is represented homogeneously and extensively enough in the
data set. Furthermore, even someoverweighting of
somecharacterscan
be harmless under suchconditions, as suggested by the high-congruence results ohtained under the C;EN.CODE weighting scheme with informative taxa included (Figure 4, hvo lower diagrams).
Nevertheless, our study also suggests that the species
that will be sampled for analysis should preferably be
chosen using available information on their intervariability, to select a set of taxa that is both a sufficiently
homogeneous and a sufficiently extensive representation of the variability of the whole group underscrutiny.

Phylogenetic Sensitivity Analysis

This variability information can be inferred from analysis of other available molecular data and/or from the
morphological classification of the group. Of course, a
preliminary molecular analysis of the initially sampled
taxa will more precisely suggest which additional taxa
should be sampled and analyzed. Given that MP and
ML character analyses require high computational burden, we think it is important to emphasize that the
inclusion of a high number of taxa in such an analysis
is ineffective (and can even be deleterious, $ above)
if most of these taxa provide redundant phylogenetic
information.
Finally, we contend that the presentsensitivity analysis supports the hypothesis of sister-group relationship
between sperm whales and baleen whales (MILINKOVITCH et al. 1993, 1994; MILINKOVITCH1995, 1996). Indeed, in the multidimensional space of parameters
tested here, thesame result of high and very congruent
(across outgroup choice)bootstrap support for this hypothesis is obtained with twovery different combinations of parameter settings, i.e., (1) under conditions
where substitution-type weightings are applied to the
MP analysis of a data set poorly spanning the group
variability, and (2) under conditions where unweighted
MP analyses are performed on an extended data
set
where the additional taxa intercept the long branches
of the tree. We suggest therefore that these twovery
different approaches ( i e . , “weight substitutions” and
“never-weight-but-add-more-taxa”),which are parts of
two tacitly different schools of thought in phylogenetics,
arenot irreconcilable and can reach the same efficiency, by different means, at solving the same problem
(i.e., recovering a phylogenetic signal).
Consequently, we think thatcomparingboth
approaches can provide an effective method for testing
the reliability of a phylogenetic hypothesis. Although
it may be argued that the
no-weighting approach is
preferable because it avoids assumptions on substitution-type saturation, it is not always practical when there
are difficulties in obtaining the necessary taxa.
Regarding cetacean relationships, it appears that the
ASO ON and GULLBERG(1994) MP study used one of
the few sets ofparameters and taxa that favored a sistergroup relationship between the mysticetes and dolphins. Specifically, the combination of long unbroken
branches,redundant taxa, codon-position weighting,
lack of transition-transversion weighting, and choice of
outgroup species was nearly unique in its majority support of this clade. The parameter settings used b y h ~ .
SON and GULLBERC
(1994) correspond to the analysis
marked by an asterisk in Figure 2 (although, they additionally used the 417-1 weighting in their analysis).
DNA- and Protein-ML
Effects of ingroup and outgroup choice: Consistent
with the parsimony analyses, the NucML and ProtML
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analyses also show larger effects of including informative taxa than redundant taxa on congruence across
outgroup choices, andon mean bootstrap supports
(data not shown). Infact, the effect of redundant taxa
is even less perceptible in ProtML and NucML than in
MP analyses. When informative taxa are included, both
ML methods favor the M tree, andthis support remains
almost the same between the NucML and ProtML analyses. However, BV for the A and C trees differ between
the two methods of analysis: among the 212 combinations of settings, hypotheses M, C, and A are best supported 129, 39, and 44 times, respectively,in
the
ProtML analyses, and 133, 78, and one times, respectively, inthe NucML analyses.Hence, theNucML analyses reject the A tree much more strongly than do the
ProtML analyses. This difference might be due to the
fact that, while the ProtML deals with only amino acid
substitutions, the NucML additionally takes into account the synonymous substitutions. This is consistent
with what we observed in MP analyses. Indeed, under
the GEN.CODE weighting scheme, many third position
Tv are excluded and BV supporting hypotheses A and
C increase (CJ: above). Of course, the Ti in third codon
positions are downweighted
automatically
in
the
NucML analyses (the three positions are analyzed separately), but the numerous (but notsaturated, $ MILINKOVITCH 1996) Tv in the third positions of fourfold
degenerate codons contribute to some extent in these
NucML analyses while theydo notin the ProtML analyses. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy that, evenin the
ProtML analyses, inclusion of the informative taxa increases both outgroup congruence andmean bootstrap
support for the hypothesis M, especially when two outgroup species are included.
Weightings: One major advantage of ML over MP is
that it allows the data itself to define how to weight
substitution types, and how to treat the different codon
positions. The evolutionary rates and a / @ ratios for
positions 1, 2 and 3 of the codons were determined
such that they maximize the likelihood. Under the setting “all taxa included” ($ above), optimal a / @ratios
were estimated to be 9.7, 7.2, and 30.5 for the first,
second, and third codon positions, respectively. These
estimates do not differ significantly for different tree
topologies (data not shown; YANGet al. 1994).
Effect of using two outgroups: Both in ProtML and
NucML analyses, using two outgroups instead of one
systematically reduces the mean BV supporting hypothesis A, and systematically increases the mean BV supporting hypothesis M, while the mean BV supporting
hypothesis C remains virtually unchanged. However,
similar to what has been discussed for MP analyses, all
perceptible effects are unexpectedly low, and we suggest that the reasons for this are identical to those given
for MP ( cJ: above).
“Maximum-number-of-species” analyses: Figure 7
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first, second, and third positions, separately, and for all
positions), and (2) the BV supporting each of the three
hypotheses in the unconstrained and constrained (by
SAFECONSTR, c& MATERIAIS AND METHODS and APPENDIX)
MP analyses (five weighting schemes tested) of the same
data set (ie., all cetacean species included plus 17 outgroups).

-4.1 f 6.7

rc-1

-6.5 i 5.8
f.A?

u:-3945.55

FIGURE 7.-ML tree derived by the ProtML program (version 2.3, ADACHI and HASEGAWA
1996) from the 35 cytochrome b amino acid sequences. All cetacean and artiodactyl
full cytochrome h sequences available to us, at the time when
the sensitivity analysis was started, are included (maximumnumber-of-speciesanalyses, CJ: DISCUSSION). The length of
each branchis proportional to the estimated number of
amino acid substitutions. We assumed the J’IT-F model for
amino acid substitution. The shaded area corresponds to the
sister-group relationship between sperm whales and baleen
whales (hypothesis M ) . The tree likelihood (In L) is given for
the ProtML tree shown. The log-likelihood differences (diff
- In L), with standard errors (?), between the best tree (=
tree shown,) and the two other alternative hypotheses, classic
(C), and ARNASON’S (A), are shown. The bootstrap values
(RELLBV), estimated by the RELL method (KISHINO et al.
1990) with 10“replications, are given for the three alternative
hypotheses (hypothesis M in the shaded box, C, and A).

shows the ProtML tree obtained when the cytochrome
b nucleotide sequences of all ingroup andall outgroup
species available to us are used simultaneously. In addition to the 13 outgroup species tested in this sensitivity
analysis, we also includedfouradditional
species
(names and accession numbers are given in the APPENDIX) that are somewhat redundant with one or several
of these 13 outgroup species. The difference of loglikelihood (and standard error)with the best tree, and
the bootstrap support ( IO4 replications, RELL method,
KISHINO et al. 1990) for each of the three hypotheses
are shown. Table 2 shows (1) the BV supporting each
of the three hypotheses in the NucMLanalyses (for

In summary, it is our hope that we have illustrated
some of the sources of error and ambiguity in phylogenetic analyses ofDNA sequence data,and ways in which
phylogenetic signal can be morereliably recovered. The
major explicit assumption we used throughout thepresent paper is that congruence across outgroups is a reliable indicator of proper rooting (provided that
this
rooting is supported under all highcongruence conditions). If this is correct, then we suggest that a high
bootstrap value is a good indicator of support for a
rooting hypothesis only if (1) the taxa included in the
data set span extensively and homogeneously enough
the variability of the group under scrutiny, and/or (2)
proper weighting of substitution types is applied. We
propose four simple and reasonable measures of outgroup congruence(OC, OC,, OCE, and
OCM, CJ: APPENDIX) but further studies on the behavior of such measures is necessary before drawing conclusions about
their general uscfulncss in sensitivity analyses.
Still, the possible parameter settings in MP analyses
are much too numerous to be all routinely tested. We
suggest that our sensitivity analysis identifies portions
of the multidimensional parameter space where the settings are particularly meaningful with respect to the
data. Concerning substitution-type weightings, it is
noteworthy that the MP settings identified as most reliable (under the high “outgroupcongruence” criterion) partially mirror the treatment automatically selected by the maximum likelihood analyses (nucML).
In addition, our analysis provides new scrutiny into
a highly controversial phylogenetic question regarding
the evolution of cetaceans. Indeed, if we assume that
high outgroup congruence for high bootstrap values
indicates strong phylogenetic support for a rooting,
then the cytochrome b data set strongly supports (in
the limits of the parameter space tested here) the hypothesis of sister-group relationship between sperm
whales and baleen whales (reviewed in MILINKOVITCH
1995). This hypothesis has recently been corroborated
by MP, ML,and N J analyses ofsequences from the gene
encoding interphotoreceptor retinoid binding protein
(SMITH~t al. 1996).
Obviously, this does not imply that the odontocete
paraphyly/monophyly issue is resolved beyond any
reasonable doubt. For example, the cytochrome b
might consistently support the wrong hypothesis ( i e . ,
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TABLE 2

Maximum-number-of-speciesanalyses
Hypotheses
C

.

-+

NucML-1st
NucML-2nd pos.
NucML-Sd
NucML-total
MP-unweighted
MP-Ti excl.
MP-Ti 3P
MP-Gen. code
MP-Gen. code but 3dTv

A

M
81.34
37.18
75.74
77.76/83.85
78.29/89.40
85.41/87.21
78.96/88.48
76.65/86.67

0.13
62.20
19.49
24.03
14.99/11.78
9.25/9.19
13.19/12.73
14.02/10.42
20.38/13.03

18.53
0.62
4.74
0.23
4.49/4.37
12.36/1.41
1.20/0.06
4.28/1.10
2.27/0.30

Bootstrap values (BV) supporting each of the three hypotheses. BV for the ML analyses of the nucleotide
sequences (NucML, version 2.3, ADACHI and HASECAWA 1996) are estimated for first (NucML-1st pos.), second
(NucML2nd pos.), and third (NucML3d pos.) codon positions, separately, aswellas for the total of loglikelihoods for the three codon positions (NucML-total), by the RELL method (KISHINO et al. 1990) with lo4
replications. The BV supporting each of the three hypotheses (Paup 3.1 .l, 500 replications) are also given for
MP analyses (without/with SAFECONSTR. in effect) of the same maximum-number-of-species data set (35 sequences) under the five weighting schemes: unweighted, Ti EXCL., Ti 3P, GEN.CODE, and GEN.CODE BUT 3dTv.
For each of these weighting schemes, the strict consensus of all most parsimonious trees always supported the
sister relationship between sperm whales and baleen whales (heuristic search, 1000 random replicates of
sequence addition). BV for the unconstrained MP analyses ( i e . , SAFECONSTR not in effect = left numbers) do
not sum up to exactly 100% because nonsensical trees (ie., supporting noneof the three alternative hypotheses)
were supported in unweighted, Ti EXCL.,Ti 3P, GENCODE, and GEN.CODE BUT 3dTv analyses by 2.76, 0.1, 0.2,
2.74, and 0.7%, respectively, of the bootstrap replicates.

the cytochrome 6 gene tree might not correspond to
the species tree). However, the present analyses demonstrate that thecytochrome 6 data set can be reasonably added to thegrowing body of molecular evidence
(e.g., MILINKOWTCHet al. 1993, 1994; ADACHI and HASEGAWA 1995; MILINKOVITCH
1996; SMITHet al. 1996)
suggesting toothed-whale paraphyly, and, more specifically, a sister-taxa relationship between sperm
whales and all baleen whales, which would prompt a
major reinterpretation of the morphological, physiological and behavioral evolution of cetaceans (MILINKOVITCH 1995, 1996).
We thank MICHEI. DELAIDE,
PATRICKMARDULYN, and WIILIAMF.
PERRINfor helpful comments on anearlier version of the manuscript.
We are very grateful to two anonymous reviewers for very constructive
comments and suggestions on an earlier version of this manuscript.
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APPENDIX

The artiodactyl species used in this analysis are as
follows (binomial name, [common name, EMBL or Gen-

Bank accession number, outgroup number figures]
in
):
Bos taurus [bovine, V00654, nr. 11, Antilocapra americana
[pronghorn, X56286, nr. 21, Capra hircus [domestic
goat, X56289, nr. 31, Dama duma [fallow deer, X56290,
nr. 41, Girafa camelopardalis [giraffe, X56287, nr. 51,
Ovis aries [domestic sheep, X56284, nr. 61, Odocoileus
hemionus [mule deer or black-tailed deer, X56291, nr.
71, Traplus napu [balabac chevrotain, X56288, nr. 81
belonging to the suborder Ruminantia,Camelus dromedarius [dromedary camel, X56281, nr. 91, Lama pacos
[alpaca, U06425, nr. 101 belonging to thesuborder
Tylopoda, and Tayassu tajacu [collared peccary,
X56296, nr. 111, Sus scrofa [wild boar/pig, X56295, nr.
121, and Hippopotamus amphibius [hippopotamus,
U07565, nr. 131 belonging to the suborder Suiformes.
Additional outgroup species for the “maximum-number-of-species-analyses” (but not used in the sensitivity
analysis) are asfollows: Camelus bactrianus [Bactrian
camel, U064271, Lama guanicoe [Guanaco, UO64281,
Lama glama [Llama, U064291, Vicugna vicugna [Vicufia,
UO64301. The 40 combinations of two outgroups are as
follows: 1. Bovine
Dromedary, 2. Bovine
Alpaca,
3. Bovine + Peccary, 4. Bovine Pig, 5. Bovine Hippopotamus, 6. Pronghorn + Dromedary, 7. Pronghorn
Alpaca, 8. Pronghorn + Peccary,9. Pronghorn
Pig, 10. Pronghorn + Hippopotamus, 11. Goat Dromedary, 12. Goat Alpaca, 13. Goat Peccary, 14. Goat
+ Pig, 15. Goat Hippopotamus, 16. Fallow-Deer
Dromedary, 17. Fallow-Deer Alpaca, 18. Fallow-Deer
+ Peccary, 19. Fallow-Deer + Pig,20.Fallow-Deer +
Hippopotamus, 21.Giraffe + Dromedary, 22.Giraffe
Alpaca, 23. Giraffe
Peccary, 24. Giraffe
Pig, 25.
Giraffe + Hippopotamus, 26. Sheep + Dromedary, 27.
Sheep + Alpaca, 28. Sheep + Peccary, 29. Sheep + Pig,
30. Sheep Hippopotamus, 31. Mule-Deer
Dromedary, 32. Mule-Deer Alpaca, 33. Mule-Deer+ Peccary,
34. Mule-Deer Pig, 35. Mule-Deer + Hippopotamus,
36. Chevrotain Dromedary, 37. Chevrotain + Alpaca,
38. Chevrotain + Peccary,39. Chevrotain + Pig, 40.
Chevrotain + Hippopotamus.
The cetacean species used in this analysis (* means
that the species has been categorized as “redundant”)
and their traditional classification (binomial name, [common name, EMBL or GenBank accession number, a b
breviated name]) are as follows:

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Suborder Odontoceti (toothed whales)
Superfamily Delphinoidea
Family Delphinidae (dolphins)
Stenella bngirostrifi [spinner dolphin, X56292, Stlo]
Stenella attenuata [bridled dolphin, X56294, Stattl
Family Monodontidae (white whales)
Delphinapterus leucas [beluga, U72037, Dleucl
Monodon monocmofi [narwhal, U72038, Mmonol
Family Phocoenidae (true porpoises)
Phocoena phocoena [harbor porpoise, U72039, Pphoc]
Superfamily Physeteroidea (sperm whales)
Family Kogiidae
Kogza breuicef~s[pygmy sperm whale, U72040, Kbrevl
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Phylogenetic Sensitivity
Family Physeteridae
Physeter mumocephalw [giant sperm whale, X75589,
Physmacr]
Suborder Mysticeti (baleen whales)
Family Balaenidae (right whales)
Bulaena mysticetus [bowhead, X75588,Balmyst]
Bulaena glacialis* [Northern right whale, X75587,Balglac]
Family Neobalaenidae (pygmy right whale)
Capereu margrnatu ([pygmy right whale, X75586,Capmarg]
Family Balaenopteridae (rorquals)
Balaenopteru ucutorostrata* [North Atlantic minke, X75753,
minke]
Balaenoptma acutmostrate2 [Antarctic minke, X75581,
Antmink]
Balaaopteru boreal9 [Sei whale, X75582,Balbor]
Bulaaoptera e&ni [Bryde’s whale, X75583,Baleden]
Balmoptera physaluP [fin whale, X61145,Balphys]
Balaenoptera m u s c u l d [Blue whale, X72204,Balmusc]
Megaptera novaeangliae [humpback whale, X75584,Mnova]
Family Eschrichtiidae
Eschrichtius robwtus [gray whale, X75585,Eschrob]

Outgroup congruence (OC): For a given node in a
tree, there are three
possible branching patterns ($
Figure 1): hypothesis i, hypothesis j , and hypothesis k.
First, we simply compute the treevalues (N2,
N,, Nk) i.e.,
the number of times the hypotheses i, j , and k are each
best supported ( i e . , have each the highest BV). From
(fi, 4,
Nk),
we compute OC as follows:

oc = MUX

-
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where Var (N,O,O)
is the maximum variance for thenumber of outgroups N.
Obviously, OC (N,O,O)
= O G (N,O,O)
= 1, and OC (N/
= OCv (N/3,N/3,N/3)
= 0. However, we
3,N/3,N/3)
chose to use OC instead of O G because the former is
a function thattakes into account notonly the number
of times the “winning hypothesis” is best supported,
but also “how close” is the second best hypothesis,
while the latter ( O G ) measures the departure of (N,
N,, Nk)
from (N/3,N/3,N/3).
For example, OC(20/19/
1) = 0.02, and OC(20/10/10) = 0.25, while OCV (20/
19/1) = 0.21, and OG(20/10/10) = 0.06. In other
words, OC(20/19/1)
OC(20/10/10) because, although hypothesis i is best supported 20 times in both
cases, hypothesisj is almost as wellsupported as hypothesis i in the first case. Hence, OC(N/Z,N/2,0)
= 0 because none of the three hypotheses is winning, while
O G ( N , A$, Nk)2 0.25 if any of the fi, A$, Nkis equal
to 0.

OCE = 1 - E where E =

k

E =

and
E,,, =

’

+ +

where Nis the number of outgroups tested ( N N,
Nk= N), Max is the maximum [N,4, Nk]
, Min is the
minimum [N,N,, Nk],
and Middle is N - Max - Min.
Three alternative measures of outgroup congruence
(OCv, OCE,OCM) can be designed as follows:

N,In -E-.N,
N N
n= I

Middle

N

E/E,,~,

OCM =

(Max - Min)

N/3
N/3
N
N

-3 -In -= In 3

+ (Max - Middle)
2N

OCM measure the number of times the “winning hypothesis” is best supported, regardless how close is the
second best hypothesis. Hence, OCM (N/2,N/2,0)
=
0.25, and OCM (7/0/6) = OCM (7/3/3) = 0.308.
Constraint safeconstr =

OC, =

( N - $‘+

2(f)‘

( ( (Stlo,Statt),(Dleuc,Mmono),Pphoc) ,

(Kbrev,Physmacr),((Balmyst,Balglac),
- Var ( Ni,
N,,

Nk)
Var (N,O,O)

( (Antmink,minke),(Balbor, Baleden),

Balphys,Mnova,Eschrob, Balmusc),Capmarg) ).

